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Roman paved roads, ancient Chinese compass and gunpowder, British steamships and repeating firearms—great power competition has always been defined by who has the technological edge. China, Russia, Iran, and other competitors recognize that technology can nullify the military and economic supremacy the U.S. has enjoyed for decades.

China in particular, is singularly focused on catching and surpassing the U.S. It does so legally, by investing hundreds of billions of dollars in key technologies, focusing on STEM education and mining open-source databases. It does so illicitly through cybertheft and industrial espionage. And it does so through coercion: forcing non-Chinese companies to transfer their technologies to Chinese joint ventures as the price of doing business in China.

How we choose to react will define whether the United States continues to lead in—and reap the benefits of—technical innovation. Previous U.S. presidents of both parties were unable to shape China’s behavior. Much of the energy of the Trump administration has focused on “defensive” or punitive measures: tightening foreign investment restrictions and export controls and slowing cross-border collaboration. But playing defense alone will not be enough; the U.S. must have an affirmative strategy to ensure we remain competitive, and that—importantly—includes deepening our engagement with allies.

After World War II, Europe and the U.S. led to create the international order as we know it—including building the World Bank and International Atomic Energy Agency, among others. They established norms for peaceful economic relations and international standards governing everything from telecommunications to satellites to safe flight paths. It was an enormous effort, and it paid off. It is high time for a comparable effort to form a robust international innovation ecosystem among countries that share the same values in tech development: a proposal Mike Brown, Pav Singh, and I have spoken about and call the “Tech 10.”

A Flexible Forum for Coordinating Technology Policy

The Tech 10 would join Europe and the United States with other countries who share a vibrant innovation sector, support public investment in science and technology, and are committed to safe and ethical use of emerging technologies. Group membership would be somewhat flexible depending on the subject discussed, but the inaugural members could include powers such as the United States, Germany, the United Kingdom, Australia, Canada, France, Israel, India, Japan, and South Korea. Others could apply to join as long as they agree to adhere to the same high standards.

Importantly, the world should not create another standing organization like the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) or International Telecommunications Union. These government-led institutions are by their nature slow and bureaucratic, beholden to whichever national leaders are in power, and prone to issue vague communiques that no one acts on.
Instead, a flexible, informal structure of working groups, which convenes senior government officials, technology CEOs, and academic experts in a series of closed-door meetings that drive concrete outcomes, is needed.

A flexible structure is key to accommodate allies who view the China threat differently and who may be world class at one technology covered but not another. For example, a working group on semiconductor policy might involve the U.S., South Korea, Japan, the Netherlands, and even Taiwan, while a working group on AI standards might emphasize members from the U.S., UK, Canada, Israel, India, and beyond. This ensures the most knowledgeable and impacted countries are at the table for each topic.

The Tech 10 would incorporate non-policy makers—industry leaders and academics—from the outset. Too often, governments do not have the technical expertise to make thoughtful decisions about innovation policy. Also, engaging industry from the start would help them understand why certain restrictions may be necessary and why “business as usual” with China may no longer be feasible.

Existing Approaches and How the Tech 10 Differs from Them

Since Mike, Pav, and I began to float this concept with U.S. and European colleagues about 18 months ago, a number of think tanks have also tried to define how it could work, and both the U.S. and UK have announced smaller, piecemeal approaches to technology coordination.

In May 2020, the UK government proposed creating a “Democracy 10,” which would include the G-7 countries along with South Korea, India, and Australia in an effort to set global standards on 5G and secure supply chains. So far, the only activity has been a statement by an aide to Boris Johnson. As far as we know, no other proposed member country has engaged in any meaningful way with the concept, and no actual meetings have happened.

Additionally, the U.S. government has announced several efforts to coordinate allies on technology issues. All are nascent, vague, and, as far as we can tell, not coordinated through the interagency process. For example, in September 2020, the Defense Department held an “AI Partnership for Defense” meeting, which included delegations from thirteen partner nations, focusing on how to best utilize artificial intelligence in national defense. The State Department has put forward two separate proposals. It announced the “Economic Prosperity Network” in spring 2020 as a group of ten nations focused on securing supply chains against China: pushing companies “to operate under the same standards across digital business, energy, infrastructure, research, trade, education, and commerce.” As best we can tell, nothing has happened yet. This is separate from the recently proposed State Department “Clean Network Initiative (CNI),” which wants to enlist other countries to limit the influence of Chinese telecom makers, such as Huawei and ZTE, on American communications networks. It is also in its infancy. Finally, the U.S. Trade Representative issued a vague joint statement with the EU and Japanese trade ministers in January 2020, saying that each would work “to stop harmful forced technology transfer policies and practices, including through export controls, and investment review for national security purposes.”

These efforts are commendable but disorganized, limited in scope, and far from sufficient. It’s time to think bigger—and across multiple technologies.

Topics for the Technology 10

Due to its flexible structure, the Tech 10 could begin with a few narrowly scoped problems and create additional working groups to tackle other thorny issues as countries begin to buy into the process.

While there are numerous topics a Tech 10 could address, promising early candidates include:

a) ensuring the U.S. and its friends stay in the lead in semiconductor design and production;

b) securing a diverse supply of 5G and 6G technology (whether through an open source software layer or other mechanisms);

c) coordinating narrowly tailored investment screening and export controls;
d) ensuring research integrity while preserving basic openness at universities and, to a lesser extent, national labs; and

e) setting international technical standards and beginning to define norms to govern safe uses of AI and other advanced technologies.

A more ambitious, future target for the Tech 10 might be to coordinate research and pool resources and talent to tackle key basic science challenges underlying disciplines such as advanced AI, advanced biotechnology, and quantum computing.  

Putting It All Together

Here are two examples of how a Tech 10 might work in practice.

Semiconductors are the crucial building block of the information economy. While the most advanced chips are designed in the U.S., American semiconductor manufacturing companies are losing market share and risk falling behind in state-of-the-art innovation. China is lagging but investing over $100 billion to catch up. State-of-the-art semiconductor fabs—or factories—costing $10-20 billion each are mostly found in Korea and Taiwan.  

Financial incentives from Tech 10 governments could bring home production capacity to manufacture the most advanced chips (for defense, advanced AI, and other applications), creating much-needed supply chain security and fueling further technological advances.

A working group on semiconductor policy might involve representatives from the U.S., South Korea, Japan, Taiwan, the Netherlands, and elsewhere. Rather than just writing another report on the problem, the government leaders, academic experts, and tech CEOs could actually implement the solutions. For example, if legislation is needed, government representatives will weigh in with their respective legislative bodies to get it passed. CEOs would commit to a certain level of investment and may receive some government incentives to match their own efforts. Academic institutions across the key countries may focus science research where it is most needed.

A working group on research integrity might have an entirely different mandate. Institutes affiliated with the Chinese People’s Liberation Army (PLA) have research partnerships with, and send researchers to, prominent universities around the world to acquire cutting-edge technology. Since 2007, the PLA has quietly sent more than 2,500 military scientists to Australia, Canada, Germany, Japan, Singapore, and the U.S. to exfiltrate sensitive information that could facilitate the development of new Chinese military technologies. In response to Chinese practices, Australia recently tightened its rules on university collaborations.  

Yet one of the great strengths of the Western university system is its openness. All research institutions clearly gain from having foreign scientists participate. Many Chinese scientists in particular later stay in the U.S., and over 80 percent would like to stay but are sent back due to our immigration laws. An international working group of university leaders and government officials might, for example, share classified information on Beijing’s activities and choose to publicize some of these activities, survey different countries’ efforts to ensure basic research remains open and secure, and decide on best practices and encourage each government to implement consistent rules.

As these examples show, the flexible, open structure of the Tech 10 would bring together the most knowledgeable people to actually solve each of these thorny, complex problems and create buy-in from all sides.

Conclusion

The time for the U.S. and friendly countries to let their innovative companies “go it alone” in the face of Chinese industrial policy has passed. Coordinating technology policy with key allies is the most effective way to counterbalance China’s systematic efforts—expressed in Made in China 2025 and China Standards 2035—to end the lead of the U.S. and its friends in key tech industries by dominating market share, controlling international standards, and hollowing out its competitors’ industrial capacity. Like-minded nations should unite to maintain the lead in developing advanced technologies.
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